case studies

amazon prime video | jack ryan season 2

norstrom (2015) | anniversary sale

norstrom (2018) | kloe kardashian “good american”

jack ryan season 2 rooftop sign campaign in los angeles
as seen in adweek

In September of 2019, FlyBy Ads and Amazon
Prime Video revealed the release of the second
season of the “Jack Ryan” series with the largest
illuminated rooftop advertisement ever executed.
Covering more than 75,000sqft spread over six
different rooftops, the signs were intended to turn
the heads of travelers landing at Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX), and to have a viral
effect on social media. This effect was ignited on
Saturday when Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos posted
images of the rooftop signs on his Twitter and
Instagram accounts, reaching his more than 1
million followers on each platform.
The illumination feature allowed viewing day and
night, the first activation of its kind. With a
significant number of arrivals during dark hours at
LAX, the lighting fixtures increased the overall
impression count by roughly a third.
Pictures were taken by passengers and shared
within their circles, initiating an organic social
media buzz that shared the viewing experience
with those not flying overhead. Taking this a step
further, the signs generated an immediate spike
when the images were posted on multiple social
media accounts, with a following topping 3
million. With this multi-level approach, millions of
viewers engaged with these signs, not only from
the window seat of a plane, but also from the
screens of their phones.

social media data
the metrics behind amazon prime video’s rooftop ad campaign

platform

likes

comments

retweets

total reach

total engagement

instagram*

82,442

1,100

-

3,230,319

83,542

twitter

8,540

522

797

1,763,821

9,859

adweek

-

-

-

7,400,000

-

totals

90,982

1,622

797

12,394,140

93,401

(not including followers of
retweets/reshares)

the spectacular nature of the rooftop signs initiated a viral effect on web and social media platforms. amazon
prime video added a reach of over 12.3 million to those consuming their media from the screen of their

phones and/or computers. the metrics recorded here are conservative, not including the followers of the 797
retweeted posts, nor does it include the posts via LinkedIn and Facebook.

*Instagram data points only include highlighted accounts

anniversary sale instagram campaign in seattle

In 2015 Nordstrom installed a rooftop advertisement…and

The intent was not to capture impressions from eyeballs above, but rather

made sure social media knew all about it.

to take the social media circuit by storm…which it did.

social media data
the metrics behind Nordstrom’s rooftop ad campaign

platform

launch date

views

reactions

comments

shares

account followers

facebook (video)

7/17/15

1 million

15,000

292

966

4.8 million

instagram (picture)

7/16/15, 7/17/15

(posted before
view counts)

28,728

747

twitter (picture)

7/16/15

947

748

youtube (video)

7/16/15

-

1

nordstrom
downtown seattle

7/16/15

451

3

6,920
-

947
-

27

2.8 million
755,000
42,000
31,000

(facebook pictures)

By posting drone footage of the rooftop sign installation and finished product, Nordstrom added over 1 million impressions on
Facebook alone. Overall, their campaign reached millions of consumers digitally with their bold, outdoor medium on the
rooftop. The metrics recorded here are conservative as the accurate amount of shares and mentions were not tracked with a
unique hashtag.

kloe kardashian “good american” rooftop campaign in seattle

With success in 2015, Nordstrom completed

This time they held a rooftop workout class

a rooftop advertisement again in 2018, this

(and posted to social media) to kick off

time partnering with Khloe Kardashian.

Nordstrom’s “Good American” campaign.

the metrics behind nordstrom’s rooftop ad campaign

platform

launch date

views

reactions

comments

shares

nordstrom
followers

khloe kardashian
followers

facebook

8/6/18

40,000

392

88

20

4.8 million

18.2 million

instagram

8/6/18

106,587

4,815

103

-

2.8 million

80.9 million

twitter

8/6/18

3,759

58

3

5

755,000

26.2 million

Khloe Kardashian’s international fandom mixed with Nordstrom’s large following combined to create a “Good American”
rooftop campaign that resulted in hundreds of thousands of impressions and a buzzing audience. These numbers don’t account
for the amount of impressions captured from the shares and mentions of the marketing content, which multiplies and
tremendously increases the overall impressions of the sign.
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